The recognition site of type II restriction enzyme BglI is interrupted.
The Type II restriction endonuclease BglI recognizes the interrupted DNA sequence 5'-G-C-C-N-N-N-N-N-G-G-C-. This sequence occurs at all locations in over 33 000 base pairs of DNA sequence where the enzyme was found to cut DNA and nowhere else. All six of the specified bases are essential parts of the site since all groups of five of the six bases occur in the DNA sequences tested and none of them are cut by BglI. The length of the block of intervening unspecified positions must be exactly five since all other sizes between zero and 15 occur in the DNA sequences searched and none are cut by BglI. The 5'-terminal nucleotides of BglI cleaved phage G4 replicative form DNA and plasmid pER18 DNA were compared with the DNA sequences near the BglI sites on these DNAs. These results indicated that BglI cuts within the intervening unspecified region and produces single-stranded 3' termini that are three bases long. The BglI recognition site and cleavage points can thus be represented as follows: (Formula: see text). This study of the BglI recognition site was facilitated by the use of inexpensive microcomputers. A system of programs was developed that allowed analysis of over 33 kb of DNA sequences stored on flexible magnetic disks or audio cassettes. While these programs were generally written in the higher level language BASIC, some assembly language subroutines were utilized to reduce execution time.